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Trainer’s Forum
If, like many agility addicts, you have
multiple dogs, you may have one that
barks when you’re working one of the
others. This month’s group of trainers
have suggestions to help you train
your dogs to wait quietly for their
turns. By Brenna Fender

31

Timing of Front Crosses, Part 2:
Early Front Crosses
Cueing your front crosses earlier than
advocated in the Derrett handling
system to get your dog to turn tighter
may have short-term benefits, but it
can also have long-term fallout.
By Greg Derrett
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Editorializing: Last Run?
We never know what fate has in store for us
and our dogs. Enjoy the relationship you have
with your dog and cherish every day you’re
both allowed to play. By Jacque Hoye

15 Handling Your Dog in Awesome Style,
Part 10: More Common Sequences
This month we learn how to apply Linda’s
handling system to cue a chosen strategy for
common sequences encountered on course.
By Linda Mecklenburg
25 Power Paws Drills: Powering Up
Your Weaves
Use this month’s drills to work on speed
and accuracy as well as entries, exits, and
your handling position as your dog exits.
By Nancy Gyes
47 When Pigs Fly: Teaching the
Front Cross, Part 2
Last month’s article explained how to teach
your dog to recognize your cue for a front cross.
Now you’ll learn why you need to train lateral
distance for the front cross and how to teach it.
By Jane Killion
61 Vision in Dogs, Part 1: What Do They See
and How Do We Know?
Our performance dogs are regularly presented
with unique situations and must navigate
obstacles at high speed; there is no substitute
for good vision in the execution of these tasks.
Yet, dogs have many of the same eye problems
that humans have—and a few more.
Learn about what your dog sees.
By Cynthia Cook, DVM, PhD, Dip. ACVO
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29 Front Cross Footwork
Practicing your front-cross
footwork without your dog will
help you to create smoother
movement when you begin to
practice with your dog.
By Anne Andrle
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36 How to Capture and
Keep the Rarest Beast of All:
Good Agility Instructors
It is impossible to place
too high a value on the
role that instructors play in
agility. Here are some tips for
recruiting and retaining the
most desirable instructors for
your agility club or business.
By Diana M. Barber, PhD

Tricks for Agility: Shake Hands
and Wave
These tricks may be “oldies,” but they
strengthen and stretch your dog’s
front legs and shoulders as well as
encourage the dog to accept handling
of his feet and increase front-foot
awareness. By Sassie Joiris

67 Can You Handle It?
Test your skills on a challenging section of
the 2008 FCI Agility World Championship
Large Dog Individual Agility course that’s
been designed to fit in a 60' x 80' area.
By Ann Croft
72 Shelter Champs
While many competitors dream of
earning titles, animal shelters continue
to house dogs that were relinquished
because they are too energetic, too smart,
or too busy for most pet homes. Many
of these dogs are great agility prospects.
This month, meet Casey. By Lisa Barrett
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Tip of the Month By Debbie Nosse
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Everything You Always Wanted to Know
About Agility… By Brenna Fender
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Backyard Dogs By Sharon Freilich

75 Skill of the Month By Karen Holik
79 Distance Challenge
By Jane Simmons-Moake
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39 Foundation Fundamentals:
Nose Crunch Nirvana or
Targeting
Shaping an intense nose
touch or “crunch” may seem
like a waste of time. But this
behavior can help your dog
acquire accurate and fast
contacts, can intensify your
recall, and can help you line up
your dog in different positions.
By Moe Strenfel
55 But It Looked Easy
Have you ever wondered
what happens on a seemingly
straightforward course
to cause dog after dog to
fault? Several variables can
influence courses other than
the normal challenges judges
count for course design. These
hidden challenges can add
unexpected complexity to a
course. By Carol Mount

Cover Dog

Wind Tavasz of Locust Hill RE, NAP,
NJP, CGC, CL2-R, CL2-H, CL2-S, TT,
Can CD, a.k.a. Tavi, an 8½-year-old
Kuvasz owned by Megan Huber of
Maine. Photo by Lesley Mattuchio.
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